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The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 was the most significant
piece of legislation to affect the CPA profession in its
100-year history. Sarbanes-Oxley’s reforms were a response

to several public company audit failures and, as such, public
companies must comply. Through a phenomenon known as
the “cascade effect,” the reforms are reaching the nation’s
five million private companies (i.e. small business).

The federal legislation has, in some states, prompted
new state rules and regulations covering private company
financial statement audits. But in many cases, small businesses
are wondering whether they should conform to the new
standards. My advice: do whatever you believe is right,
but be aware of any legal or regulatory requirements related
to the business.

The problem is that the new standards were created
exclusively for America’s 17,000 public companies. Since
accounting and auditing have long been regulated by a
single set of standards and procedures, complying with these
rules and regulations for public companies may seem like the
thing to do even for private companies.

For some larger private companies, implementing Sarbanes-
Oxley standards may be an appropriate action considering
today’s environment. Insurance companies, banks and other
lending institutions, and public company consumers are examples
of some that could benefit. 

Dilemma for small businesses
To the majority of small businesses struggling to survive

in the current economy, it can be a strain on resources and an
unnecessary move considering the many other challenges they
face and the potential for damaging consequences.

A recent survey (conducted by Robert Half Management
Resources) of 1,359 chief financial officers of privately held
companies found that 48% have made adjustments to their
companies’ accounting and reporting processes since the
introduction of the new regulations. But did they have to?

Small business owners know there are vast differences
between public and private companies. The logic behind the
regulations – to protect the interests of the shareholders –
makes sense for public companies. Many private companies do
not have the same level of public interest concerns; nor do
they routinely deal with government intervention.

The reforms required by Sarbanes-Oxley are costly to
implement; and not just in terms of the hard expenses involved.
Resources, staff time and effort must be committed in order to
achieve full compliance. A survey of more than 300 public
companies by Financial Executives International determined an
average, first-year compliance cost of $3.14 million per company.

Yet another survey has reported a potential, unprecedented
shake-up within the public company sector. Due to the high

price tag of compliance, nearly 20% of public companies are
considering going private and many have done so.

While the associated costs may be much less on a small
business depending on its size, the impact on the company’s
bottom line may be greater. That impact can be more devastating

to the company’s long-term success and survival.

Adding up the costs
The costs of compliance are significant. One

example is the need to create a board of directors
and audit committee with qualified members,
then recruiting and paying financially literate
individuals to serve on them. For a private company
that has no outside investors or shareholders,
these bodies serve no useful purpose and are
not cost effective.

The section of Sarbanes-Oxley requiring
assessment and restructuring of a company’s internal controls
is another high-cost proposition. These costs don’t end after
the initial first-year overhaul either. The annual requirement
for internal control system testing means it must continue to
be budgeted for year after year.

Having to separate audit and consulting services may further
harm many small businesses. Hiring two different CPA firms
will result in higher audit fees and could result in a reduction in
the quality of consulting services due to that firm’s unfamiliarity
with the company’s audit.

Another factor contributing to rising audit costs could be
the requirement of audit rotation. This will cause fewer CPA
firms to engage in the audit practice. Therefore, a decreasing
number of audit firms will drive audit fees upward as the level
of cost-lowering competition declines.

Finally, many small businesses operate with little or no profit
margin. Implementing the reforms contained in the federal
legislation could diminish a company’s profitability and possibly
lead to business failures and closures.

The CPA profession has supported Sarbanes-Oxley’s public
company reforms. But their applicability to private companies is
another matter. Most private companies operate much differently,
so each company should weigh the merits of complying with
the disadvantages that such voluntary measures could bring to
the small business.
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